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Kilaru et al1 report a well-designed and well-executed, retrospective, qualitative study, which suggests that one-third of online (Yelp-sourced) patients’ hospital reviews address care in emergency departments (EDs). Using strong qualitative methods, the authors describe the themes emerging from Yelp users’ free-text ED reviews. Some of these themes—communication with nurses, communication with doctors and pain control—correspond with the categories in the nationally accepted US Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey. Other themes—waiting and efficiency, decisions to seek care in the ED and the events following discharge—differ from HCAHPS’ domains. These findings are unlikely to surprise those working in an ED, although the report that the majority of comments are positive may be less expected.

This publication makes a useful contribution to the field of patient safety and satisfaction in several ways. First, it may inform future efforts to obtain patients’ feedback on their satisfaction with emergency services. As the authors note, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services is currently developing an ED-based version of HCAHPS. We hope that some of the ED-specific themes identified in this paper—which, importantly, match the correlates of ED-related satisfaction and outcome identified by other authors2–4—will be included in ED-CAHPS. The authors’ findings should also encourage physicians and managers to organise their own systems to develop reproducible patient satisfaction ratings (online, on the phone or in written form that can be computerised).5 A recent study suggests that one-third of hand surgeons are proactively contacting patients and requesting feedback on quality of care.6 Such real-time feedback can help providers and future patients. It would be wonderful to see expansion of such hospital and ED-driven patient satisfaction initiatives to substitute both for paid satisfaction surveys and for less-reliable online hospital and physician rating sites.

Second, Kilaru et al’s findings could inform emergency providers’ and administrators’ efforts to directly improve patients’ satisfaction. Some of the issues raised by patients’ reviews, such as waiting time and billing, may be perceived as outside of the control of the individual ED. Yet, some EDs have shown that these core issues can be productively addressed in ways that improve both patient care and patient satisfaction. For instance, EDs have improved satisfaction by proactively communicating with patients about wait time,7 incorporating Lean manufacturing principles,8 and working with hospital leadership to reduce boarding.9

Third, online review systems may be more accessible to patients than traditional measures of quality and satisfaction. Yelp has recently announced that it will partner with ProPublica to provide Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) data in conjunction with users’ Yelp ratings.10 Yelp reviews may therefore become an increasingly powerful, and potentially more accurate, alternative to traditional patient satisfaction measures. If we, as providers and administrators, are not satisfied with patients using sites such as Yelp to comment on and drive decisions about healthcare, then we should create a better alternative. This paper may therefore serve as a call to action for professional societies, including the American College of Emergency Physicians and American Medical Association, to offer and advocate for standardised, well-designed, ethical reporting systems—or, perhaps better, to work with Yelp to improve its reporting.
Important caveats exist, of course, regarding the data presented in Kilaru et al’s manuscript, and by extension the data gathered by Yelp and other online health-care review sites. Most importantly, the post hoc assessments presented in this manuscript are spontaneously submitted, not systematically solicited. People are more likely to voluntarily offer comments regarding the very good or very bad. In this study, the majority of Yelp reviews identified by the authors were either ‘excellent’ or ‘poor’. The middle ground may therefore be missed by Yelp in general, and by this study in particular. Medical societies could help address this deficiency by working with Yelp or other proprietary systems to solicit a wider cross-section of opinions.

Similarly, the population represented by Yelp reviews (and, therefore, by this study) may be biased. According to Yelp’s own statistics, those who use it are younger and more affluent than the average American. Although we do not know many demographics of the reviewers in Kilaru et al’s manuscript, we suspect that these biases hold true. Small-sized hospitals’ EDs were also less likely to be represented in Yelp reviews. A wider cross-section of our patients and families need easy access to technology, and a clear understanding of the value of providing feedback, in order to ensure the accuracy of this reporting system.

Last, Yelp reviews by definition reflect patients’ (and families’) perceptions rather than actual quality of care provided in the ED. As others have noted, satisfaction correlates only weakly with quality; and many determinants of patients’ satisfaction are non-modifiable. It would be interesting to compare EDs’ Yelp reviews both to other measures of patient satisfaction (eg, Press-Ganey) and to objective measures of quality.

Despite these limitations, Kilaru et al’s manuscript serves as a call to providers. Their themes emphasise the need for improved communication (between providers, about wait times, about next steps). It proves yet again that we must deliver care well and also ask how well we are doing and communicate that we care.
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